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An introduction to...

Connect 5 Module 2
The aim of Connect 5 is to improve population mental wellbeing by 
changing the way we have conversations about mental wellbeing.
Session 2: Brief mental wellbeing intervention
The intended outcome of session 2 is to change the way we have mental wellbeing conversations 
so that we  have conversations in which we and the person we are talking with develop a shared 
understanding of their mental wellbeing needs.

The purpose of Connect 5 session 2 is to:

   Apply the five areas model to a wellbeing 
conversation. 

   Practice the 3Cs of connected conversation. 

   Assess the nature and extent of the mental 
wellbeing issue being presented to ensure 
people get the right help at the right time. 

   Identify steps that can be taken to improve 
mental wellbeing. 

   Locate services and resources that support 
people to improve mental wellbeing. 
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The aim of Connect 5 is to improve population mental wellbeing by 
changing the way we have conversations about mental wellbeing.

Brief mental wellbeing intervention
The intended outcome of session 2 is to change the way you have mental wellbeing 
conversations so that you have conversations in which you and the person you are talking 
with develop a shared understanding of their mental wellbeing needs.

By the end of the session you will: 
  Apply the fi ve areas model to a wellbeing conversation. 
  Practice the 3C’s of connected conversation. 

     Assess the nature and extent of the mental wellbeing issue being presented so that when it 
is needed we can assist people to access specialist help and support. 
  Identify with the person the steps they can take to improve their mental wellbeing. 
Locate services and resources that support people to improve their mental wellbeing. 
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ways to
wellbeing5 

Foresight Mental Capital and Wellbeing Project (2008). Final Project report. The Government O�  ce for Science, London
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Manage Stress

Flourishing wellbeing
Feeling good and doing well

Languishing
mental wellbeing

No symptoms of 
mental illness

High wellbeing
and no symptoms 
of mental illness

Low wellbeing
and no symptoms 
of mental illness

High wellbeing
and symptoms

of mental illness

Low wellbeing
and symptoms

of mental illness

Many/severe 
symptoms of 
mental illness
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Keyes C.L.M. (2005). Mental illness and/or mental health? Investigating axioms of the complete state 
model of health. Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology. 73:539–548
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Vicious Cycle

My thoughts: My feelings:

My behaviour: My body:

What’s going on? Describe the situation:

Altered 
Thinking

Altered 
Feelings

Altered 
Behaviour

Altered 
Physical 
Feelings
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From the:
Understanding your feelings/

Why do I feel so bad
resources.
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Five Areas™ diagram used under licence from Five Areas Ltd. 
www.fiveareas.com  www.llttf.com
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Active
ingredients
of activity

APPS
 Achievement
 Pleasure
  Physical
 Social

Slide 7

WHAT WE

FEEL

WHAT WE
THINK

WHAT WE

DO
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Wearing a mask 
1. Stigma
(a distinguishing mark of social disgrace) 

Self judgement (internal shame) 
I think less of myself and I don’t want
that seen by others.

Other judgement (external shame)
others will think less of me.

2.  Avoiding/denying are our natural and 
habitual ways of coping.

It’s easy and tempting to say nothing:
act normal and it might go away. 

Fear of making it worse: saying it aloud 
makes it real (will I be able to cope?).

Can of worms 

 Fear:  making the person feel worse, saying the wrong thing, 
releasing strong damaging emotions, damaging the person.

 Belief:  not my job, it’s specialist, not got enough time, once 
it starts it’s out of anyone’s control.

CHANGING THE CONVERSATION ON MENTAL WELLBEING
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What makes mental wellbeing 
conversations difficult?

What holds you back or 
gets in the way of 
getting onto mental 

wellbeing conversation 
with others?

What stops you or gets
in the way of talking 
openly about your 

own mental wellbeing 
struggles and difficulties?

Connect 5  Module 2
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CONVERSATIONAl

FEEL
moving away from controlled 
discussion toward and open 
discovery dialogue

Controlled discussion is designed to
get a person to choose between one or
two alternatives. 

    Aims to fi x a problem.
    Tends toward either/or thinking.
    Focuses on closure and completion. 
    The agenda is controlled by the worker. 
    Only sees parts of a person .

Open discovery dialogue helps to surface
the alternatives and lay them side by side, 
so they can be seen in context. 

    Reaches new understanding, from which to 
think and act. 

    Evokes new insight (reordering knowledge 
and assumptions). 

    Power is shared: people think together, 
the content is co-produced and unfolds 
within the space. 

    Sees the whole person.

CHANGING THE CONVERSATION ON MENTAL WELLBEING
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Creating the best conditions for
mental wellbeing conversations

CONVERSATIONAl

FEEL
COMMUNICATION

SKILLS
COMPASSIONATE

CARE

3Cs of connected conversation

3Cs © Elysabeth Williams 2019 

Connect 5  Module 2
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Paul Gilbert: The compassionate mind  foundation 
www.compassionatemind.co.uk
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COMPASSIONATE

CARE

Compassion

+

a sensitivity to 
others or your 
own su� ering

 Notice and engage 

a commitment to 
try and relieve and 
prevent su�ering

Act (do something about it)
Develop your understanding and 

skills (e.g. doing Connect 5)
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Connected conversations: 
Compassionate components

Resisting judging a person’s pain, 
distress or situation and simply accepting 
and validating their experience

Motivation/commitment
(care of others): to be caring, 
supportive and helpful to others

Emotional  aspect recognise another’s 
feelings, motivations and intentions; 
thinking aspect make sense of 
another’s feelings and our own 
responses to them

the capacity to maintain an open 
attention, enabling us to notice 
when others need help

our ability to bear di�  cult feeling in others 
and ourselves

The ability we all have to be moved 
emotionally by another’s distress

Resisting
judgement Motivation

Empathy Sensitivity

Distress
tolerance

Sympathy

COMPASSIONATE

CARE

CHANGING THE CONVERSATION ON MENTAL WELLBEING
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Using open questions invites in the 
persons experience as it is for them.
Who What When Where How Why
(use ‘Why’ sparingly).

Maintaining an open non-judgemental attention enables you to pick up and respond to cues beyond words; 
to be present, to listen and help work out with the other person what’s helpful to them. 
“That sounds really di�  cult, I can hear how upset you are”.

These skills keep the dance of  the communication going. They help co-create a new understanding, 
keeps you checking-in whether you are hearing accurately  and help the person get an outside 
perspective on their experience.

Checking out with the person at every step,  helps maintain safety and involvement ensuring you only go where the 
person wants you to. 
“Are you OK talking about this with me today?”
“Would you like us to think together about where you might get some more help with this?” 

COMMUNICATION

SKILLS
Connected 
conversations:
the skills that make it possible

Keeping it open

Picking up and empathically responding to the cues 

Reflection
& summary  

Collaborate (keep sharing the power)

Connect 5  Module 2
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Simplicity on the other 
side of complexity 

Simplicity 

Complexity

Enlightened
Simplicity 

CONVERSATIONAl

FEEL COMMUNICATION

SKILLS

COMPASSIONATE

CARE
“Everything has become quite complicated.
Things that were simple , like neighbourly 
conversation, have become a technique, like 
intergenerational, cross-cultural dialogue. 

Once a simple process becomes a technique, it can 
grow more complex and di�cult. It never becomes 
simpler. It becomes the specialised knowledge of a 
few experts, and everybody else becomes dependent 
upon them. We forget we ever knew how to do things 
like conversation, planning or thinking. Instead, 
we become meek students of di�cult methods.“

Margaret Wheatley (2009)  : Turning to one another. 
Simple conversations to restore hope for the future.  
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COMMUNICATION

SKILLS

COMPASSIONATE

CARE

Conversation
“to turn together”  

Deliberation
“ to weigh it out”

get to know how it is
for that person 

Inquiry
“exploring what you 
don’t yet understand“

Connected Conversation

Listen without judgement

Accept the person as they are

Defend / ward off  / protect 
Fixing , imposing solutions, 

giving advice 
Dismissing a person’s experience

Blocking cues
Filling the silences

Controlled discussion

CHOICE
POINT

CONVERSATIONAl

FEEL
3Cs © Elysabeth Williams 2019 

Connect 5  Module 2
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Practising conversational skills in pairs

Person ‘A’
    Think of a di�  cult work/home situation 

you have recently faced that you are 
comfortable talking about now.

Person ‘B’
    Use the skills to open the conversation and 

let the person know you are really hearing 
what they are saying.

Vicious Cycle

My thoughts: My feelings:

My behaviour: My body:

What’s going on? Describe the situation:

Altered 
Thinking

Altered 
Feelings

Altered 
Behaviour

Altered 
Physical 
Feelings
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From the:
Understanding your feelings/

Why do I feel so bad
resources.
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Five Areas™ diagram used under licence from Five Areas Ltd. 
www.fiveareas.com  www.llttf.com
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Five Areas™ diagram used under licence from Five Areas Ltd. 
www.fiveareas.com  www.llttf.com
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Structure for practice

    Opening question (how are you? how are things?).
    Quick exploration of the situation.
    Introduce the 5 areas cycle map.
    Negotiate with the character about having a go.
    Ask questions so that each area is covered, and fi ll in the map, 

so that the character can see it; if the worker is not sure 
which area to put something, ask the character where they 
want to put it.

    Help the character to make the links between the 5 areas and 
see how they form a vicious cycle.

Connect 5  Module 2
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BATHE Technique
What’s been happening since I 

last saw you?
What is going on in your life?

From: Stuart, M.R. & Lieberman, J.R. ‘The Fifteen Minute Hour: applied Psychotherapy for the Primary Care Physician. New York: Praeger, 1993

What troubles you 
most about the 

situation?

That must be very di�  cult for you 
I can see how upset you are
I can hear how angry you are

about that
Your reaction makes sense to me

B
BACKGROUND

T
TROUBLE

E
EMPATHY

A
AFFECT

H
HANDLE

How do you feel about it? How are you handling it?
What helps you to handle it?

CHANGING THE CONVERSATION ON MENTAL WELLBEING
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Exploring intensity questions
It would be useful for us to get a better understanding of
the di�cult feelings that you mentioned: 

   How long have you been feeling like this?
    What seems to set off  these feelings?

(where, with whom, when).
    What eff ect is this having on your life? How is it impacting 

on your personal relationships, occupation/study, social life? 

Connect 5  Module 2
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Unresolved 
crisis and/or 
Prolonged 
distress

Thoughts about death Planning death

Self harm behaviour

Suicide lies at the extreme end of a continuum “a common suicidal process”  Goldney & Burvil, 1980

Attempting suicide Death

Absence of
protective factors
i.e. the things that 
provide comfort,
enable one to cope and 
o� er hope

 Social support 
and friends
  Coping and problem
solving skills
   Sense of intrinsic 
worth
   Religion /spiritual 
beliefs

Thoughts
“I just can’t go on”
“I have nothing to live for “
“I’m a burden to everyone”
“  I wish I could go to sleep

and never wake up”
“My life is over”

Suicidal Continuum

The Five Areas
TM

 Experience

Hopelessness

Behaviours
Withdrawing / not going out
Stop talking to people
Stop seeking help
Acting recklessly / taking risks
Drinking / taking drugs

Feelings
Hopelessness
Worthlessness
Shame
Guilt
Failure
Overwhelmed

Physical
Drained / without 
energy
Mentally and physically 
exhausted 
No motivation
Chronic pain

Intense/unbearable
distress

Suicide becomes
a potential solution

+
=

The process of suicide

www.sane.org.uk/sane_on_suicide
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Asking the person about hopelessness
and suicidal thoughts

  If you fi nd a person is experiencing intense and/or prolonged distress you need to be 
prepared to explore whether they are also experiencing feelings of hopelessness and 
suicidal thoughts.

  Your role is to build hope -break the chain reaction, safeguard the person and build a bridge 
to access further help.

Words like;
“ You have mentioned that you have been feeling very low and have started drinking more in 

the evenings. I’d like to ask you more about how this is aff ecting you? Is this ok?“

“ Sometimes when people have the thoughts and feelings you have described they can start 
to feel hopeless and have thoughts about ending their own life. Is this something you have 
found yourself experiencing?”

Connect 5  Module 2
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Stepping up flowchart

Further reading - Keith Hawton (Ed) (2006) Prevention and Treatment of Suicidal Behaviour:
From Science to Practice. Oxford University Press: Oxford.

www.stayingsafe.net/about

NO

Explore Intensity
How often have you been 
having the thoughts? How 
intense are these thoughts 
for you?How long have you 
been feeling this way?

Support person to 
make their safety plan

Actively help them access 
local suicide services 
signpost to national web 
resources. 

Emergency Action 
Arrange help 
Inform the 
person’s GP

Inform Manager 
Follow protocol how to 
get you through where 
you are now.

Method

Have you gone so far as to think 
about how you might do this?

Planning

I just need to check. Is it 
something you’ve got a plan in 
mind for?

Immediate Action 
I’m really worried about you and 
don’t want you to leave here 
today without a plan for how to 
get you through where you are 
now.

YES
LOW

INTENSITY

HIGH INTENSITY

Support person to 
make their safety 
plan - Signpost to local 
services and resources. 

SAta free 
wyingSafebsite.nee t  

to help you 

Plan.e a Sa

makfe
ty 

www.StayingSafe.net

stClearep bThe emo and eastionaly t health o read vwith ersion of putting on a 

seatbelt
y step videos

Make a Sa
dofetyorm Plan online or 

wnload a blank f
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Looking after yourself

    Get to know your service policy and 
procedures – do you have one?

    Make sure you share your experience with 
your colleagues and manager.

    Be familiar with your local mental health, 
crisis and suicide prevention services,
and know how to refer.

    Use what you learnt to look after your own 
mental health and wellbeing.
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Free to access suicide prevention support 

www.zerosuicidealliance.com www.stayingsafe.net/about

Safety plan guidance toolsFree e-learning 
Web resources including self 
help booklets, helplines, lived 
experience recovery stories. 

www.shiningalightonsuicide.org.uk

Connect 5  Module 2
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I can’t go on

There’s no
way out

I’m fine

It’s safe to talk about suicide
More tips about talking about suicide in your participant notes.

   Warning signs.
   Myth busting. 

    What to do next.

Thankyou

Some materials in Connect Five (the Five AreasTM Vicious cycle, Unhelpful thinking Styles Spotter, 
and Amazing Unhelpful Thought Busting Programme) are copyright Five Areas Resources Ltd, and 
used under licence from Five Areas Ltd. The Materials are based on the views, research and analysis of 
Professor Chris Williams as a qualified psychiatrist and recognised teacher and researcher in the area 
of cognitive behavioural therapy self-help, and that while care has been taken to check the accuracy 
of the content no assurance or warranty is given in that regard or in relation to the applicability of the 
Materials in particular circumstances, or to any result or effect which use of the  Materials may achieve.

 Connect 5© is licenced under a Creative Commons    
creativecommons.org

 Under this Creative coms licence you are free to:      

 Share, copy and redistribute the material in any 
medium or format under the following terms:

  Attribution - You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, 
and indicate if changes were made. 

Connect 5© is attributed to the following: 

Author: Elysabeth Williams 

  NonCommercial - You may not use the material for commercial purposes. 
Although we accept that some parties will need to charge for delivery costs 
such as trainer time, overheads, venue hire etc.

 NoDerivatives - If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you may 
not distribute the modified material. 

For further information contact: elysabeth@connect-collaborations.com

Graphic Design www.greg-whitehead.com      Illustration www.mistermunro.co.uk

CHANGING THE CONVERSATION ON MENTAL WELLBEING
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Vicious Cycle

My thoughts: My feelings:

My behaviour: My body:

What’s going on? Describe the situation:

Altered 
Thinking

Altered 
Feelings

Altered 
Behaviour

Altered 
Physical 
Feelings
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BATHE Technique

What’s been happening since I last saw you?

What is going on in your life?

From: Stuart, M.R. & Lieberman, J.R. ‘The Fifteen Minute Hour: 
applied Psychotherapy for the Primary Care Physician. New York: 
Praeger, 1993

What troubles you most about the situation?

That must be very difficult for you 
I can see how upset you are
I can hear how angry you are about that
Your reaction makes sense to me

B
BACKGROUND

T
TROUBLE

E
EMPATHY

A
AFFECT

H
HANDLE

How do you feel about it?

How are you handling it?

What helps you to handle it?

Connect 5  Module 2
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Exploring intensity questions
It would be useful for us to get a better understanding 
of the difficult feelings that you mentioned: 

   How long have you been feeling like this?

   What seems to set off these feelings? (where, with whom, when)

    What effect is this having on your life? How is it impacting on your personal relationships,  
work/occupation/study and social life? 

If the person has been feeling like this for a 
couple of weeks, feels like this much of the time, 
or feelings are particularly strong with certain 
triggers, and it is having an impact on day-to-day 
life, such as getting up for work, playing with their 
children - step up to mental health support using 
key contacts for mental health services.

If the person describes (1) little interest or lack 
of pleasure in doing things (2) feeling down, 
depressed or hopeless in the last two weeks, 
explore thoughts of ending life using the 
questions overleaf.

Connect 5  Module 2
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The Question: 
Sometimes when people have the thoughts and feelings 
you have described they can start to feel hopeless and 
have thoughts about ending their own life.

Is this something you have found yourself experiencing?

Stepping up Flowchart

www.stayingsafe.net/about

NO
Explore Intensity
How often have you been having the thoughts? 
How intense are these thoughts for you?
How long have you been feeling this way?

Support person to make 
their safety plan
Actively help them access local 
suicide services signpost to 
national web resources. 

Emergency Action 
Arrange help.
Inform the person’s GP
Inform Manager Follow 
protocol how to get you 
through where you are now.

Method
Have you gone so far as to think about how
you might do this?

Planning
I just need to check. Is it something you’ve 
got a plan in mind for?

Immediate Action 
I’m really worried about you and don’t want you to 
leave here today without a plan for how to get you 
through where you are now.

YES LOW 
INTENSITY

HIGH INTENSITY

Support person to make 
their safety plan
Signpost to local services and 
resources. 

StayingSafe.net  A free website to help you make a Safety 
Plan.

www.StayingSafe.net

The emotional health version of putting on a seatbeltClear and easy to read with step by step videos
Make a Safety Plan online or download a blank form

Connect 5  Module 2
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Free to access wellbeing resources
Download the new economics five ways to wellbeing cards 
https://issuu.com/neweconomicsfoundation/docs/five_ways_to_well-being

Five steps to mental wellbeing 
Evidence suggests there are five steps we can all take to improve our 
mental wellbeing.

If you give them a try, you may feel happier, more positive and able to 
get the most from life. 

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/improve-
mental-wellbeing/

Body. Mind. Spirit. People. Place. Planet. Welcome to the Wheel of Well-
being. If you’re interested in health and happiness - from a personal or a 
professional perspective - we hope you’ll find the WoW website a good 
place to start, and you’ll come back and visit often. 

www.wheelofwellbeing.org/

Build happiness, resilience, connection and more with research 
backed tools.

http://ggia.berkeley.edu/

Some top tactics for implementing the five ways to wellbeing 
in your life, right now.

 https://www.mindkit.org.uk/5-ways-to-wellbeing/

Action for Happiness helps people take action for a happier and more 
caring world. 

www.actionforhappiness.org/

Connect 5  Module 2
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Free to access self-help resources
Every Mind Matters 
How are you taking care of your 
mental health? Get expert advice,  
practical tips and a personalised  
action plan with Every Mind Matters.  
www.nhs.uk/oneyou/every-mind-matters/

Watch the advert  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6aC02Hyi1I

Living Life to the Full :  helping you help yourself using  
online courses, written books, face to face classes,  
and worksheets, LLTTF is one of the most popular life  
skills programmes available and covers courses across  
the life span from pregnancy to older adulthood. 

www.llttf.com (members of ther public) 
www.fiveareas.com (practitioners/supporters)

A range of self-help guides from the 
mental health foundation  
www.mentalhealth.org.uk/publications

Self Help Leaflets - Northumberland, Tyne and 
Wear NHS Foundation 
Self help guides produced by Northumberland, 
Tyne and Wear NHS foundation Trust titles cover 
a range of mental health issues. 
www.web.ntw.nhs.uk/selfhelp/

Reading Well 
Reading Well helps you to understand and manage your health and 
wellbeing using self-help reading. The books are all endorsed by health 
experts, as well as by people living with the conditions covered and their 
relatives and carers. Available in all libraries. 
www.reading-well.org.uk/ 

NHS Choices Moodzone  
Whatever you need to know about coping with stress, anxiety or 
depression, or just the normal emotional ups and downs of life.  
It offers practical advice, interactive tools, videos and audio guides to 
help you feel mentally and emotionally better. 
www.nhs.uk/conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/ 

Check your mood with our mood self-assessment quiz 
www.nhs.uk/conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/mood-self-assessment/

Mindfulness for Wellbeing and Peak Performance 
Free 4 week course. Learn mindfulness techniques to reduce stress 
and improve your wellbeing and work/study performance in this 
online course. 
www.futurelearn.com/courses/mindfulness-wellbeing-performance

1

How to...

Look after your mental health

1

How to...

Overcome fear 
and anxiety

Connect 5  Module 2
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Free to access suicide prevention support
Free e-learning & suicide prevention web resources

www.zerosuicidealliance.com

www.stayingsafe.net/about

https://www.e-lfh.org.uk/
programmes/suicide-prevention/Safety Plan guidance tools with 

easy to print / online templates and 
guidance video tutorials

purposefully designed to help people 
through the process of writing their 

own Safety Plan to build
hope, identify actions and strategies 

to resist suicidal thoughts and 
develop positive ways to cope

with stress and emotional distress.

We need to talk about suicide: helping 
everyone to feel more confident to talk 

about suicide” is an e-learning programme 
that has been developed for the wider public 
health workforce including voluntary sector, 
emergency services, prison staff and prison 

listeners and all staff in health and social care.
The learner will be able to complete the 
entire programme at once, which takes 

approximately between 60 and 90 minutes, or 
complete at their own pace in smaller sections.

Free e-learning 

Online resources including self 
help booklets, dvd’s, helplines, 

advice and support.

www.shiningalightonsuicide.org.uk

Connect 5  Module 2
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Suicide is rare, but...
   it happens

   there are over 6,000 deaths by suicide in the 
UK every year – an average of 16 per day.

Don’t think: “It couldn’t happen to us.” 
It can happen in any family.

Intense emotional strain and mental exhaustion 
can cause people to behave in uncharacteristic 
and unpredictable ways.

Don’t think: “He’s not the suicidal 
type.” There isn’t one.

Some things that drive people to think about 
suicide are:

   Personal catastrophes, such as being made 
redundant, the collapse of their own business, 
the break-up of a relationship or being refused 
access to children.

   A persistent sense of worthlessness or  
failure; uncertainty about sexual identity  
or personal goals.

   Good things happening to other people, 
such as friends getting married, going off to 
university or getting new jobs, and feeling left 
behind.

   A combination of the above. A whole series 
of little setbacks can sometimes be more 
devastating than one big thing.

What are the 
warning signs?
There may not be any. An emotional crisis is not 
like a heart attack or a stroke, where there are 
visible warning signs.

People who have reached rock bottom can be 
very skilled at hiding their thoughts and feelings.

So how will you know if 
they’re thinking about suicide?
The safest way is to ask them.

It’s safe to talk about suicide

They MAY be:

   Quiet

   Brooding

   Withdrawn or distant

   Not making eye 
contact

   Agitated

   Irritable or rude

   Drinking a lot

   Talking about suicide 
or saying it’s all 
hopeless

They may ALSO be:

   Busy

   Chirpy

   Living life as normal

   Going to work

   Laughing and joking

   Talking about future 
plans

   Telling you not to 
worry about them

I can’t go on

There’s no
way out

I’m fine
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No you’re not

Phew, that’s 
a relief

✘

✘

Why it’s important to ask
If someone is suicidal, they are likely to 
be feeling:

   cut off from everyone around them

   frightened and ashamed about wanting to die

   desperate for help but afraid to ask.

They need someone to start the conversation 
for them. This shows them that they have 
permission to talk about it and that they don’t 
have to wrestle with their dark and terrible 
thoughts alone.

Some common fears
“Won’t talking about suicide 
put the idea in her head?”

No. If a person is suicidal, the idea is 
already there. If they aren’t suicidal,  
it won’t do any harm.

“What if I say the wrong thing? 
It could damage our relationship.”

Showing a person you care about them 
won’t damage your relationship. Saying 
nothing could result in losing them forever. 

It’s important to trust your gut instincts.  
If something about the person doesn’t look 
or feel right, say something.

Saying something is safer than 
saying nothing.

Saying the word won’t make 
it happen.

What to say
It can be really scary starting this kind 
of conversation.

Step 1: Explore how they’re feeling

If something bad has happened to them, ask, 
“How has it made you feel?” They may shrug 
and say, “I’m OK.” If they don’t seem OK to you, 
keep trying, quietly and gently.

Listen attentively. Try to keep the dialogue open 
by asking questions like, “How bad is it?” or 
“What’s that like?”

Don’t deny what they’re telling you, and don’t 
pretend you know how they feel.

Step 2: Ask the ‘S’ question

If they give any indication that they’re feeling 
hopeless or can’t see the point in going on, ask 
clearly and calmly, “Are you having any thoughts 
of suicide?”

Don’t be too quick to accept denials 
or joking responses.

I’m a totally 
useless person

Don’t worry, 
I’m not going to 

top myself

✔

✔

How long 
have you 

been feeling 
like that?

We should 
still think about 

getting you 
some help
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What to do next
Here are some suggestions and sources of 
support. If at first you don’t find the help you 
need, persist. Try all avenues and don’t give up.

If someone tells you they’re feeling 
suicidal...

   Make sure they’re not left alone

   Remove anything they could use to take their 
own life, e.g. tablets, firearms, rope

   Get medical help immediately

Get medical help

   Phone your GP surgery (outside normal 
surgery hours, you’ll be directed to an out-of-
hours service)

   Call 999 or take them to A&E and stay with 
them until they are seen by a member of the 
mental health team

Even if it’s only a hunch, 
share your concerns with others

   Don’t be afraid to involve their family, friends 
or colleagues

   Share this leaflet with others and plan together 
how you are going to keep the person safe

Take care of yourself

   Talk to your own GP about your feelings

   Confide in a trusted friend

   Find a support group for carers of people with 
mental health problems

   If the person does take their own life, don’t feel 
guilty.

   It is not always possible to prevent suicide. 

Confidential helplines 
and sources of support
Samaritans116 123
(24 hours, free to call)
www.samaritans.org

PAPYRUS: Prevention 
of Young Suicide
0800 068 41 41
(Mon–Fri 10am–10pm; weekends
2pm–10pm; bank hols 2pm-5pm)
www.papyrus-uk.org

CALM: Campaign Against Living
Miserably
0800 58 58 58
(7 days a week, 5pm–midnight)
www.thecalmzone.net

SANE Mental Health Helpline
0300 304 7000
(7 days a week 4.30pm–10.30pm)
www.sane.org.uk

MIND
0300 123 3393
(Mon–Fri 9am–6pm)
www.mind.org.uk

Maytree: A sanctuary for 
the suicidal
020 7263 7070
www.maytree.org.uk
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Notes
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